
Measuring Systems for Wood and 
Metalworking

Planer/Sander/General Purpose Retrofit Kit - 
Incremental Technology

The Inductive Incremental Technology Planer-Sander/General 
Purpose Kit includes everything you need to add digital 
measuring capability to your Planer, Sander, or other short range 
machine setup application.

Planer/Sander/General Purpose Retrofit Kit - 
Absolute Technology

The Absolute Technology Planer-Sander/General Purpose Kit 
includes everything you need to add digital measuring capability 
to your Planer, Sander or other short range machine setup 
application.

ProStop Digital Fence & Stop System

ProStop is a complete digital stop and fence system for chop saws, 
radial arm saws, and miter saws. Can be used on nearly any 
existing table, conveyor, or machine. Also works on band saws, 
shears, sliding saws, and more.

DigiStop Digital Fence  Stop System

For cut-off saws, chop saws, miter saws, and other operations 
needing a cut-to-length measuring system. Each system is 
supplied with a Stop, a Fence, and an integrated Digital 
Measuring System.

DigiFence - Digital Retrofit Kit

For your existing table saw fence. Includes digital scale, sensors, 
readouts, and brackets to digitize your existing cabinet saw.



Sliding Table Saw Readout Kit

ProKit Slider Kits are digital readout kits for sliding table saws. 
These kits include digital scales, sensors, readouts, and brackets to 
digitize your existing sliding table saw.

Vertical Panel Saw Readout Kit

ProKit Vertical Saw Kits are digital readout kits for vertical panel 
saws. These kits include digital scales, sensors, readouts, and 
brackets to digitize your existing panel saw.

ProSet Moulder Measurement System

ProSet is a ProScale Model 150 system with a special Digital 
Readout designed for use on the top and outside heads of a 
woodworking moulder machine.
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STAND: Tooling Measurement & Inspection

ProStand HD™ is the industry’s first two-axis cutter head measuring 
and set-up stand using non-contact video and digital measurement 
technology.

ProPanel: Giant Caliper

ProPanel-HD E is a precision hand-held measuring tool built and 
used like a caliper to make inside, outside, diagonal, hole-edge and 
hole-hole dimensional measurements.



CAB: Door & Tile Measuring System

ProTable-CAB is a two axis measuring system designed for quick and 
affordable length and width measurements of non-ferrous products 
such as glass, wood, ceiling tiles and other like products.

ProScale 590 Inductive Incremental Linear Encoder with 
Bearing System

48" - 120" range

ProTable SA

A single axis measuring system designed for quick and easy 
dimensional measurements on a multitude of products, such as 
tubes, extruded parts, cylinders, and other long narrow parts. Meant 
for use on a shop floor.

ProTable XU: Measure Sheets & Tiles
ProTable XU is a single axis overhead beam measuring system 
designed for panel or sheet type products up to 2" thick and 120 lbs. 
evenly distributed weight.

ProTable GA

ProTable-GA is a two axis gantry system for measurement of panels/
sheet stock. It can locate any point in XY space, and can measure 
point to point, arc lengths, and hole location.

Contact us today for a quote
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